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INSPIRING GIFTS, A TAP AWAY
Download our Gift Finder app to discover thoughtful,  

unique gifts from the UK’s best small creative businesses.

Gold Three Tier  
Barware Trolley £325  

by Marquis & Dawe 671374   
Gold Decanter With 

Personalised Tag from  
£22 by The Forest & Co 

687328
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Personalised Family 
Summer Adventure 

Illustration from £24  
by Elephant Grey  

704902

GIVE THANKS  
AND CELEBRATE
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DELIGHTS
Unique ways to say 
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“Gratitude is the memory of  the heart”  
– Jean Massieu
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ISSUE
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EVERYONE OUTSIDE, THE CLOUD IS BREAKING!

There’s a whole lot to be grateful for in summer. Picnics! Bees! (Not wasps.) Proper tans! And dads, 
who have a whole day to themselves this month (on 18 June). We’re grateful that school’s nearly 
out – time with the little ones – and grateful that it starts again soon enough – time off from the 
little ones. But most of  all, we’re grateful for the small creative businesses featured throughout this 
magazine; we wouldn’t exist without them. Happy gift hunting.
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Cotswolds-based Ross & Ross are responsible for two of the most exciting words we’ve 
ever written: DIY bacon. This Father’s Day, thank Dad for being genuinely brilliant with one 

of their homemade curing kits, or pick up an XL Man Box filled to the brim with pork 
crackling, chutneys and beer. We can’t wait to see eat what else they come up with.

FATHER’S DAY, MEET BACON

notonthehighstreet 
Partner Ross & Ross, 
home to all manner of  

foodie delights

Discover their collection at notonthehighstreet.com/rossandross
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Personalised Teacher Bag £30  
by Rosie Willett Designs 702341

Thanks A Melon Biscuit Gift Box 
from £12.50 by Honeywell Bakes 

647780

Silk Feathers Scarf £39  
by Wonderland Boutique  

429941

Bon Concrete Pot With Succulent 
Plant from £13.50 by Bon 675654

Leather Laptop Case For Macbook 
from £49 by Harber London  

587416

Personalised Teacher Organic 
Handmade Pamper Gift Box from 
£22 by Banks-Lyon Botanical 598410

Personalised Best Teacher Mug 
£12.50 by Sophia Victoria Joy 609222

Leather Notebook  
from £35 by Vida Vida  

501183

Personalised ‘Thank You For 
Helping Me Grow’ Plant Set £15  

by Kutuu Lifestyle 472514

For the teachers, classroom assistants, swimming instructors, dance tutors, football coaches and 
homework helpers, we’ve plenty of original ways to say ‘thank you’ in style. Whether you’re planning 

to club together for a wow gift or looking for a thoughtful little gesture, here are some ideas...

END OF TERM DELIGHTS

TO SHOP, ENTER THE PRODUCT CODES INTO THE SEARCH BAR ON OUR WEBSITE

A NOT-JUST-FOR-CHRISTMAS TREE
Why not recreate that festive feeling when they 
least expect it? Rudolph may not approve, but 
your loved one most certainly will. Just replace 
baubles with hanging gift boxes and tinsel with 
party popper streamers, et voilà — a birthday/
baby shower/wedding day surprise they’ll never 
forget. Boxes can be filled with tiny treasures, like 
foldable experience vouchers, bespoke jewellery 
and artisan chocolate.

What’s the secret to making a gift truly memorable? Splurging on a sports car?  
Whisking them away to the Maldives, perhaps? Nope, put your money away —  

sometimes it’s not what you give, it’s how you give it…

HOW TO GIVE GIFTS DIFFERENTLY

THE BIG COUNTDOWN
The idea? A week/fortnight/month 

(delete according to budget) 
before the special occasion, 
give the lucky recipient a box 
full of numbered, individually 
wrapped gifts — one for 
every day in the lead up to 

their celebrations. It’s sure to 
leave a lasting impression 

on brides to be, the 
bridesmaids or hey, even 
Dad on Father’s Day.

GIFT O’CLOCK
Okay, for this one you’ll 
need an alarm clock. 
Bear with us. Wrap your 
gift, set the alarm to a 
time you’d like the big 
reveal, and find a 
hiding spot. Then, 
just wait for it to 
ring and watch your 
loved one follow 
the sound that leads 
them to a gift with their name on.    
This one’s great for romantic gestures like 
anniversaries, or surprise ‘just because’ gifts.



Paper, cotton, leather… whatever the anniversary, here’s some inspiration that avoids the usual clichés.

MADE OF THE RIGHT STUFF
THIRD – LEATHER
You don’t have to find a gift that’s made 
entirely from the material. It’d take a pretty 
confident person to buy leather trousers 
as a gift. But how about a stylish wooden 
chopping board, complete with a leather 
strap for that added dash of sophistication?

FIFTH – WOOD
Put the whittling knife down (although 
congrats for actually owning a whittling 
knife). For something truly different, our 
Partner Delightful Living creates one-of-
a-kind wooden map prints, personalised 
with a place that’s important to you (or 
the lucky couple you’re shopping for).

TENTH – TIN
We’re cheating ever so slightly 
with this one, but ‘mild steel’ is 

a perfect alternative to tin. Its thinness and 
malleability make it an excellent material 
for sculpting with, resulting in some truly 
stunning pieces such as the family name 
sign above.

TWENTY-FIFTH 
– SILVER
25 years of marriage 
deserves a LOT of champagne. Quaff it 
in style with a set of silver-plated flutes, 
complete with a unique ‘hammered’ effect. 
Just be warned, they’re so eye-catching 
you may end up spending all of your time 
telling people where you found them.
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FIRST – PAPER
Tricky one, this. How do you make paper 
exciting? How about an experience gift 
that promises to make you an ORIGAMI 
NINJA? (Minus the nunchucks.). This 
course teaches everything you need to 
become a master paper folder.

Okay, paper anniversary. A book, that’ll do. Cotton. Erm… socks are cotton. Yeah, let’s go with socks. 
Leather, well, he needs a n...STOP! Don’t settle for the usual anniversary gifts, find something unique, 

wonderful and utterly them (go on, rake in those Brownie points).

SECOND – COTTON
Cushions. You can never have too many 
cushions. But this is a pretty big milestone 
we’re talking here – two years of being in 
love. Two years of watching every episode 
of Friends thirteen times. Not just any 
cushion will do – personalise one with 
your words, then hide behind it during the 
scary bits of Game of Thrones.

Personalised Family Name Metal Sign  
from £29.50 by Bangy Bee Metalcraft 600635

Golden Cheese 
Serving Board Set 
£49 by Marquis 
& Dawe 671439 
(Not for sale 
to under 18s)

Personalised Quote 
Cushion from £32 
by Oakdene Designs 
495924

Silver Plated 
Hammered Champagne 
Flute Set £64.95 by 
Marquis & Dawe 537425

Personalised Wood 
Anniversary Map Print 

£39 by Delightful Living 
678722

Origami Experience For 
Two from £20 by The Indytute 

Experiences 546154
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For those of  us lucky enough to have a 
father figure in our lives, Father’s Day is 
the perfect chance to say, “You rock!”. Now 

if  his dadding style is more questionable than 
cats in tights, perhaps not. But if  he’s caring, 
supportive and truly devoted to being the 
best parent he can be, can we honestly say we 
know and appreciate him as much as we could  
or should?

Many of  us find that as we grow up, our 
relationship with our dad has more ups and 
downs than a yo-yoing Mario. One minute 
we’re pleading for another family outing, the 
next we can’t think of  anything more mortifying 
than being seen with him in public. And while 

THE POWER OF GETTING  
TO KNOW DAD

we (hopefully) grow out of  our teenage grunting 
years and begin to see him as a hero again, 
studies show that it’s often harder for us to stay 
close and avoid arguments as we get older1. 
Unless of  course, the bathroom shelf ’s fallen 
down...

Eight in 10 admit that their father is always 
the first person they turn to for DIY help2 and 
last year, the bank of  Dad (and Mum) helped 
over 300,000 loved ones buy a home3. But do 
the benefits extend beyond financial support, 
a handyman at your disposal and the odd free  
taxi ride? 

A 75-year-old study on happiness by 
researchers at Harvard says absolutely yes; good 

Just how important is it to have a good relationship with Pops? From improving  
well-being to reducing stress levels, the advantages may be greater than you think.

“GOOD RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS
keep us happier, physically healthier
and help us live longer."

the READ

relationships with family and friends keep us 
happier, physically healthier and help us live 
longer. And recent studies show that for boys, 
close father-son interactions result in better 
grades, improved behaviour and can help them 
better deal with stress. As for girls, having a good 
relationship with her father can have a positive 
impact on self-esteem, opinions of  men and 
even improve her results in maths4. 

Now while we can’t go back and better our 
algebra scores, we can influence what comes 
next — in both our lives and those of  the next 
generation. So where to start? Well, the first 
step of  any good relationship is getting to know 
someone. Because how much can you say you 
know your Dad? Like really know him? For 
someone who has such a monumental effect 
on our lives, isn’t it our duty to get to know  
him better? 

So this Father’s Day, take a little time to 
find out: just who is that man you call ‘Dad’? 
His hobbies, fears, passions and past…you 
might feel a whole lot better for it. And we’ve a 
sneaking suspicion Dad will too.
Sources: 1. KidsHealth.org, 2016  2. Deni Kirkova, 2014   
3. Legal & General, 2016  4. University of  Guelph, 2007
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1. Leather And Canvas Wash Bag £33 by Scaramanga 574481  2. Speedy Cheetah Greetings Card £2.95 by Fox & 
Velvet 673444  3. 3D Lion Bib Jumpsuit £45 by JJ PARK 679189  4. Top And Shorts Jumbo Safari Set £90  

by Mercy Delta 609922  5. Luxury Velvet Eye Mask Animal Print Design £20 by Love Lammie & Co 637683   
6. Eight Leopard Print Cake Pops from £24.95 by The Cake Pop Company 134620  7. Night Leopard Notebook £6  

by Imagination Illustrated 662881  8. Animal Embroidered Lambs Leather Zipped Make Up Bag £48.99  
by paperCutts designs 618009  9. Panther Illustrated Tea Cup And Saucer £50 by Abi Overland Jersey 489165

Why safari? Because it’s a must-have update on last year’s tropical trend of course! 
You’ll find a palette of dusty jungle hues and retro elements reimagined in a modern 

way. Go on, go wild for animal prints this summer.

THE SAFARI TREND: UNLEASHED

PART DAD, PART 
TRENDSETTER  

Tropical Father And Child Twinning 
Set £29.50 by Little Dandies 674500

PART DAD, PART  
STYLE ICON  

Personalised Mixed Birthstone 
Cufflinks £130 by Rachel Jackson  

Gift 580856

PART DAD, PART  
SPORTS FAN  

Personalised London  
Marathon Map Print £40  

by Sisu 694409

PART DAD, PART FOODIE  
The Ultimate Spicy Bacon 

Sandwich Kit £35  
by Ross & Ross 502352

PART DAD, PART  
MEMORY MAKER 

Personalised Solid Brass Polaroid 
Photo Print from £21.45  

by Oakdene Designs 616286

PART DAD, PART TECHIE  
Personalised Leather Tech Roll 

Mobile Phone Kit from £99  
by Mantidy 682122

PART DAD, PART  
ROCK STAR  

Personalised Contemporary  
Guitar Plectrum from £17  

by Penelopetom 597616

PART DAD, PART  
DRINKS CONNOISSEUR  

Three Month Premium Whisky 
Subscription £106.99 by The Dram Team 

627733 (Not for sale to under 18s)

PART DAD, PART 
ADVENTURER  

Personalised Adventures  
Of Daddy Book £22  
by Letterfest 691004

Forget standard chocolate and supermarket beer. This Father’s Day (18 June), ask yourself 
– what makes Dad, Dad? Whether you speak to his inner Heston, flatter his *ahem* great

sense of style or appeal to his adventurous side, show him you really know him.

DAD, THIS TIME IT’S PERSONAL
the TREND

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. 9.
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the GIFT

Personalised Photos In 
A Box For Her from £18  
by GLB Graphics 497233

You can communicate solely with facial expressions. You know the two words that make 
them cry with laughter. This can mean only one thing: you are The Best Friend.  

Yet with this enviable title comes great responsibility… 

EXCEL AT BEST FRIEND  
BIRTHDAY DUTIES

W H AT T O  G I F T ?

Rock Samphire Gin With Cocktail Booklet £35  
by Curio Spirits Company 621444 (Not for sale to under 18s) As well as being a reliable texter-backer 

and unrivalled company (in good times 
and bad), it’s your job to make every 

celebration extra special – which starts with the 
gift. So when you’re as close as you two, how do 
you continue to outdo yourself  in the present-
buying stakes and truly excel in your role? Here 
are three tips that might help…

1. SPOIL THEM SILLY
Remember those things they lusted after but 
would never treat themselves to? Do it for 
them. Whether it’s something bespoke like this 
monogrammed leather pouch or a spectacular 
artisan gin, go all out (they are your bestie  
after all).

2. LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL 
(AGAIN)
Celebrate some of  your many adventures 
together with a personalised box of  actual physical 
photographs. Or make brand new memories 
together with an extraordinary experience. 

the GIFT

Violet And Sweet Pea Candle 
With Secret Hidden Jewellery 
£40 by Etta French 618882

3. EMBRACE THE UNUSUAL
Yes you know them inside out but put a twist 
on the obvious and look for a fresh way in. If  
she’s a candle lover, find one with a difference, 
like this violet and sweet pea scented type, 
complete with buried treasure. Or if  he’s a 
keen explorer, perhaps a keyring or cufflinks 
customised with his favourite place? And finally, 
after all that hard work, don’t forget to take a 
well-earned break...is Bestie around for a drink? 

“REMEMBER THOSE THINGS
they lusted after but would never treat 
themselves to?  Do it for them."

WIN THE GIN 
EXOTICALLY FLAVOURED 
WITH HAND-FORAGED 
CORNISH ROCK SAMPHIRE
To be in with a chance of  
winning the gift, simply visit 
notonthehighstreet.com/gifted. 
Competition (inc.prize) only 
open to 18s & over. 
Ts & Cs apply

Personalised Monogram 
Real Leather Pouch £45 
by Magpie Decor 
573059



When Emma and Andrew, the wife and 
husband team behind Modo Creative, 
couldn’t find any inspiring, modern 

artwork for their little one’s room, they didn’t give 
up. In fact, they did the exact opposite – founded 
their own business, ensuring no-one else would 
have the same issue. Talk about commitment to 
interior decorating.

That business, Modo Creative, also solved 
another issue; ever since leaving London to raise 
their first child, Emma and Andrew had been 
commuting back into the city long distance. Anyone 
who’s used a London train at rush hour will share 
their pain. These days they’re still working a 9-5, 
but everything is run from a studio in Yorkshire. 
And of course, they’re the ones calling the shots.

Their story isn’t an isolated one. A study 
we conducted recently with Oxford Economics 

MAKING IT WORK
Spend five minutes chatting with Modo Creative,  
and you may just want to start your own business.

Personalised Christening  
Music Box £14.50  
by Modo Creative  
617606

p.15

PAY DAY YAY TOP TEN
Y’know who’s earned a little gratitude? You. Give yourself a pat on the back,  

browse ten of our most exciting new finds, and treat yourself to a little luxury. 

1. Chinese Money Plant | Pilea Peperomioides £14.50 by Botanic Tribe 695888  2. Riviera Palm Beach Bag £60 
by PINK CITY PRINTS 689957  3. Drifter Round Patterned Towel £50 by You Me and the Dream 522582  

4. Disc And Crescent Statement Drop Earrings from £59 by Yvonne Henderson Jewellery 683907  5. British Artisan 
Pineapple Vodka With Shot Glass £37.50 by 55 Above 698661 (Not for sale to under 18s)  6. Graphic 89 By Mareike 
Boehmer from £24.95 by EAST END PRINTS 606299 7. Rainbow Ring from £125 by Jana Reinhardt Jewellery 690361  
8. Personalised Real Leather Passport Holder £39 by Magpie Decor 673553  9. Cockatoo Scarf £160 by The House 

Of L.E.A.F 693399  10. Personalised Ladies Manicure Set from £32.95 by ginger rose 602179

the TOP TENthe PORTRAIT

highlights that, “A nation of creative entrepreneurs 
are rewriting the rule book, and making their jobs 
work for them.” So if you’ve had enough of your 
commute, want to spend more time with the kids, 
or you’re just hunting for a product that doesn’t 
exist yet, starting your own business needn’t be a 
pipe dream. Just ask Emma and Andrew.


